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Abstract 
The author's model "Chorus embodies an attempt to find out how far a mostly bottom-up approach 
to representation can be taken" (p. 22). Models which embody both bottom-up and top-down 
learning have stronger computational properties and explain more data about representation than 
feedforward models. 
Text 
Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART, models self-organize "second-order isomorphisms" usmg 
either unsupervised learning, supervised learning, or mixtures of both. This self-organizing 
capability is needed to learn in the real world. Regularization networks are not self-organizing in 
this sense. They cannot do fast stable learning in complex changing environments. These 
properties depend upon learned top-down expectations, matching of bottom-up data with these 
expectations, and mismatch-driven search for new representations (Carpenter and Grossberg, 
1991; Grossberg, 1980, 1987). These mechanisms allow ART to automatically "ignore those 
directions ... that are irrelevant to the identity of the stimulus" (p. 13) by focusing attention upon 
critical features while suppressing irrelevant features. This ART matching rule has been supported 
by many psychophysical and neurobiological data (e.g., Grossberg, 1995; Grossberg and Merrill, 
1996). ART matching also allows a dynamical control of attentive vigilance, through a process of 
"match tracking", which automatically controls how general learned representations become to 
match world statistics (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991 ). Other models in which bottom-up and 
top-down processes are employed do not yet have these properties; e.g., Back Propagation and the 
Helmholtz Machine. 
The author criticizes winner-take-all decisions because they violate the "principle of least 
commitment" (p. 20), but such decisions can quantitatively simulate categorical perception data; 
e.g., Grossberg et a!. (1997a). ART systems such as masking fields (Cohen and Grossberg, 
1986), ART-EMAP (Carpenter and Ross, 1995), Distributed ARTMAP (Carpenter, 1996), and 
Gaussian ARTMAP (Williamson, 1996) also show how distributed codes may improve 
recognition, and how the distribution reflects data uncertainty. Gaussian ARTMAP, in particular, 
is a self-organizing RBF production system. 
Self-organizing view-invariant 3-D object categories fuse view-specific categories in ARTMAP 
systems (e.g., Bradski and Grossberg), as in the IT data reviewed in Section 7.2. The 3-D 
categories occur in the Map Field, wherein outputs from multiple categories, whether of different 
letter fonts or different object views, are adaptively fused. 
Edelman's Measurements and Dimensionality Reduction stages (p. 11) are typically called Vision 
and Learned Recognition stages. Although ART top-down matching occurs within the vision 
system, even as peripherally as the LGN (Gove et al, 1995; Grossberg eta!., 1997b), vision uses 
different principles and circuits than the recognition system. Edelman describes measurement as "a 
convolution with a number of filters, followed by the application of a nonlinearity" (p. 11 ), 
including light source compensation (p. 11) and figure-ground separation (p. 22). Cortical models 
of visual perception, called FACADE models, suggest additional mechanisms (e.g., Arrington, 
1994; Chey et al., 1997; Francis and Grossberg, 1996; Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and 
Todorovic, 1988; Grossberg, 1994, I 997; Grossberg et a!., 1997b). For example, parallel 
processing streams for boundary representation (interblob stream) and surface representation (blob 
stream) compute complementary computational properties. Feedback between these streams 
assures their mutual consistency and initiates figure-ground pop-out. Diffusive filling-in completes 
surface representations from signals that discount the illuminant. 
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Edelman summarizes a sensible approach to representation, but one that is limited by its 
feedforward character. ART models self-organize stable representations that achieve second-order 
isomorphism to arbitrarily large and changing environments, but only by using learned top-down 
expectations, attention, and memory search. FACADE models have clarified many data about 
vision, but only by introducing new concepts about how complementary streams of boundary, 
surface, and motion processes achieve mutual consistency and coherence using other types of 
feedback. A major intellectual watershed separates feedforward models from self-organizing 
feedforward/feedback models. This watershed needs to be crossed to deeply understand how 
humans autonomously form representations of the real world. 
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